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AxCMS.net Basic Concepts
This chapter provides users with an introduction to the Basic Concepts of AxCMS.net. By the end of the chapter, you
will understand the different elements and components of AxCMS.net. In addition, you will become familiar with the use of builtin features such as categories and relations, deployment, workflow and security topics. The information contained in the following
links forms a self-study guide designed to introduce you to the powerful functionality of AxCMS.net:
• Introduction
• Components
• Pages & Content
• Navigation
• Documents
• Categories & Relations
• Workflow
• Security
• Deployment
• AxCMS.net Project
You can also download all the above featured topics as a single PDF document
Over time more articles will be added. They will cover the following topics:
• Multi site / Multi tenant Support
• Localization / Internationalization
• Search
• Newsletter / Mass Mailings
as well as many more.
For even more detailed information, please also review the following guides:
• User Guide
• Installation Guide
• Developer Guide
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Introduction into AxCMS.net
What is AxCMS.net?
AxCMS.net is a free Enterprise Web Content Management System (CMS), based entirely on the Microsoft .NET platform, that
dramatically simplifies the complex processes involved in creating and managing highly scalable and interactive web applications.
AxCMS.net is a standards-based WCM solution for the creation and management of dynamic web sites. It can deliver targeted
content, track behavior of visitors and maintain mission critical sites with simplicity. AxCMS provides both small and large
enterprises with the tools they need to be successful on the Web today.
Rapid Web Development with Visual Studio
AxCMS.net can be enhanced by additional products, enabling developers to quickly be productive and solve typical customer
scenarios. The template projects included within AxCMS.net come with documented source code to jump-start projects and help
the developer rapidly learn best practices during all aspects of Web application development. AxCMS.net reduces the ongoing
costs of managing and distributing web content to large audiences, while at the same time drastically reducing one-time setup
costs and overall time-to-market.
AxCMS.net resolves many hard-to-solve technical obstacles in an innovative manner by providing a set of ready-to-use vertical
solutions such as corporate Web site, Web shop, Web campaign management, email marketing, multi-channel distribution,
management of rich Internet applications, and Web business intelligence.
Brand New User Interface built with Silverlight
By using Microsoft Silverlight, Axinom’s team created a new user interface for AxCMS.net that is optimized for improved usability
and speed. The WYSIWYG mode, integrated image editor, extended list views, and detail views of objects enables for the
substantially accelerated execution of typical editor tasks. In the latest release, Axinom’s team worked with Silverlight Rough Cut
Editor for video management and Silverlight Analytics Framework for extended reporting to complete the wide range of capabilities
included in the functionality of AxCMS.net.
International Customer Base - Leading Brands and Enterprises
AxCMS.net allows enterprises to increase process efficiency, reduce operating costs and more effectively manage delivery of rich
media assets on the Web and mobile devices. AxCMS.net solutions are widely used by major European online brands in IT,
telecom, retail, media and entertainment industries such as Siemens, American Express, Microsoft Corp., and Scout24 group.
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Main Components
The AxCMS.net default installation provides two main components:
• Management System (MS)
• Live System (LS)
The Management System is the administrative web interface provided by AxCMS.net where editors can create, manage and
publish web projects. Web editors are able to add and maintain web site content in the Management System separately and
independently from the live version. When the editor has perfected a new version, it can be published to the Live System, where
it becomes available to the end-users.
The Live System is the web environment that the end-users interact with. The Live System usually runs at a remote data center
(for internet applications) or on a separate web server (for intranet applications).

Figure 1. AxCMS.net Principal Components Diagram
Both MS and LS are Web Applications (deployed physically either as separate Web Sites or virtual directories in the same Web
Site in IIS).
Communication between MS and LS occurs via WebServices. PublishService is the name of the component which hosts
WebServices (not only those for publishing). PublishService can also be either a Web Site or a virtual directory on IIS. The
publishing process is purely a one-way communication - from MS to LS and never in the other direction.
AxCMS.Service is a very important underlying component of AxCMS.net. It is a Windows Service which allows asynchronous
execution of tasks in AxCMS.net. The tasks vary from generating HTML-snapshots for web pages during publishing process to
sending out newsletters, to name a few.
These components can be deployed to your production system in a number of ways, as described in the article AxCMS.net
Deployment Alternatives.
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Pages and Content
Page is a main unit of content in AxCMS.net. Pages are based on templates. Templates are ASPX-files with HTML and content
placeholders. Placeholders accepts content (text, image, flash) or structure elements. Structure elements can be stuctural, static
and dynamic, can have parameters and can contain further placeholders.
As the name Content Management System suggests, it is all about managing Content. But what is content?
The main units of content that AxCMS.net operates with are referred to as Pages. An editor creates pages, edits pages
and publishes pages. The pages are attached to the navigation. Permissions are given to pages. Approvals are made for pages,
and so on.
A typical AxCMS.net instance handles hundreds or even thousands of pages. How can a consistent look, feel and functionality be
achieved for all pages?
A Page Template ensures that pages are consistent. The programmer (or designer) develops a Page Template and defines the
layout of the site. Templates can also have special functionality attached to them. Page Templates usually have Content
Placeholders - places, where the editor can add the content. The editor, when creating a page, selects a Page Template (from the
list provided by the developer). For a single template there can be many pages. A web site can consist of a single page template or
have multiple page templates, depending on the requirements. Technically, a page template is an ASPX-file. Any ASPX can be
transformed to serve as a AxCMS.net template.

Fig. 1 Pages and Page Templates
All the pages created out of the same Page Template differ only in the content which is added to the content placeholders. There
are three standard content types:
• Text
• Image
• Flash

Fig. 2 Three standard content types: Text, Image and Flash

Text
A WYSIWYG-editor is provided for managing text content. All standard HTML-formatting can be used. No HTML knowledge is
required. (An HTML view is also provided for use in viewing and making improvements to the text.)
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HTML formatting options can be limited at the level of individual tags and attributes. The developer/designer defines a "white list"
for the formatting indicating which tags, attributes and their combinations are allowed. The WYSIWYG editor follows these rules
and shows only the relevant tools. The HTML-editor also adheres to the defined rules and filters out all prohibited tags/attributes as
it saves. Specific styles can be added to the editor toolbar.
Using CSS for text formatting is highly encouraged. Designers can define particular styles (e.g. headings, highlightings, etc.) and
these styles are available to the editor directly on the toolbar.
In addition, small HTML-snippets (HTML code templates) can be defined and added to the editor toolbar.

Images
Images can be uploaded into AxCMS.net (see Document Management) and added to a page. With Image Formats uploaded,
images can be automatically adjusted. Predefined formats (e.g. JPEG, 300x200) are created by the designer and attached to
specific placeholders. If an editor adds an image to a placeholder which has a defined Image Format, it is automatically applied
to the image. The editor can then adjust the formatted image - scale in/out, rotate, etc. Tooltips can (and should) be added to every
image. Images can also be linked.
Links
Both text and images can be linked. A link target could be:
• A page in AxCMS.net
• A document in AxCMS.net
• An external URL
The target can be opened in the same window or in a new window, whichever is specified by the editor.
Links can be tracked and information about the clicks can be accessed and analyzed. Refer to the white paper Business
Intelligence with AxCMS.net for more information on this feature.
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In addition, there is a built-in Link Checker which periodically visits all the links in the system and stores their status. This
information can also be accessed and analyzed.
A link to a page or a document is considered as a dependency. (see Workflow), When attempting to delete an object which is
linked somewhere, a warning will be given. Similarly, a warning will be given if a page is published which contains links to yet
unpublished documents.
A macro language allows an editor to access the properties of the current page / current user and use them inside the text.

Flash
Flash-objects are supported by AxCMS.net. An editor can upload a flash-file (.swf) (see Document Management) and add it to a
placeholder. AxCMS.net automatically shows it. Many additional options are possible.

Content Rules
For each placeholder it can be defined, which content types are allowed and how many objects of each type (text, image, flash) can
be added. For instance, one placeholder can be defined to accept only text while another placeholder can be defined to allow
exactly one image.

Structure Elements
Structure Elements are probably the most flexible part of AxCMS.net. A structure element can be viewed as a predefined piece of
HTML which can be added to the placeholders in a page and which can contain further placeholders. Structure elements can be
nested to create complex layout and content structures.
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Fig. 3 Structure Elements
There are three types of structure elements:
• Structural
• Static
• Dynamic
A Structural Structure Element is really just a piece of HTML with placholders. It can be used to create reusable pieces of layout.
Static Structure Elements are ASP.NET-controls, i.e. they can contain both HTML and behaviour (programmed by the developer
in ASP.NET). Static elements can have parameters, which are specified by the editor when adding the element to a page. The
parameters can be used in the code of the element. Static structure elements during Publishing are transformed to pure
HTML. This means that in the Live System such controls are simply HTML without any behaviour.
Dynamic Structure Elements, like Static Structure Elements, are also ASP.NET-controls. There is however one major difference Dynamic Structure Elements are processed in the Live System each time they are accessed. They are maintained in the published
pages as ASP.NET Controls. This enables various levels of interactivity on the live side. Dynamic structure elements can also have
parameters, however they do not support placeholders for content (This is because of their dynamic nature. The presentation of a
control is decided only in the Live System, whereas content is added to the placeholders in the Management System).
The developer can create a custom editor with convenient controls and layout for a structure element.
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Navigation Structure
Navigation through content is one of the key purposes of Information Architecture.
By defining navigation structures separately from the content itself, AxXMS.net is able to realize significant advantages. Content is
available as a set of pages. A hierarchical navigation structure (or multiple structures!) can be built on top of this information.

Fig. 1 Navigation Tree and different types of navigation assignments
Navigation hierarchy is created by th editor in the Management System. Navigation is a tree, the depth of the tree is not limited.
Every navigation node has some basic properties (Name, Description, Additions - extensible by Developer). Every navigation node
can have Pages (or Documents) assigned. There are two kinds of assignment possible.
A Page (Document) assigned as a Standard Page (Document) is the one which is shown to the end user when she clicks on the
navigation node. A navigation node can have only one standard assignment. (A Page / Document can be assigned as standard to
as many navigation nodes as needed).
Pages / Documents can be also Attached to a navigation node. Any number of Pages / Documents can be attached to a single
navigation node. This kind of assignment does not have any immediate consequence. However it defines the fact that the Page /
Document has a logical relation to a given node, even if does not immediately appear when clicking on this node. It can be useful
for subsequent content, which is linked to the standard page. By using attached navigation node, it is possible to highlight the
navigation in the right way for the user.
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Fig. 2 Navigation Tree in the Management System
The appearance of the navigation in the live system is independend from its logical structure. Usually the developer creates a
Navigation Control based on specific project requirements and integrates it directly to the page template. There are many
possibilities of how such a control can behave and what it looks like - anywhere from a classical top- or left-menu to a JavaScriptLayered-Navigation to a fancy Silverlight navigation with animated affects.

Fig. 3 Different representations of navigation in the Live System
It is important to understand, that internally navigation is just a part of the larger concept of Categories. The Navigation tree is a
subtree of the whole categories tree with a fixed root. Because of this relationship, navigation can be used for many additional
tasks beyond the pure content navigation:
• Permissions can be set and inherited via the navigation tree
• Assignment to the navigation can be used by dynamical controls to create lists of elements (e.g. all documents attached to a
particular navigation node)
As every Site has its own navigation tree, assignment to a navigation node defines which Site a given Page / Document belongs to.
A list of Sites is available in the management system in the Home-menu (the leftmost item in the top menu).
The cloning feature in AxCMS.net is a very convenient feature. It allows the editor to clone whole navigation subtrees, including
all the assigned pages and keeping all relations. This feature can save the developer time and reduce errors when creating similar
navigation trees.
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Document Management
In AxCMS.net a Document is any file which is created externally and uploaded into AxCMS.net. In contrast, the content of the
pages is edited directly in AxCMS.net. The system allows you to store and manage an unlimited number of documents. You can
add meta-data to the documents, classify them by using categories and relations or search inside the documents (not only metadata, but also in the document content).
Images are stored as documents. They can be added to a page as content-images.
Flash-Movies are also documents (.swf-files). They too can be added to a page as content. Many additional options are possible.
Any document can be linked in page content.
Documents can be assigned to navigation the same way as the pages.
Image Formats
With Image Formats uploaded images can be automatically adjusted. Predefined formats (e.g. JPEG, 300x200) are created by the
designer and can be attached to specific placeholders. If an editor adds an image to a placeholder which has an Image Format, it is
automatically applied to the image. The Editor can then adjust the formatted image - scale in/out, rotate, autofit, etc.

Fig. 1 Image Formatting
How to get a Document into AxCMS.net
There are multiple ways to get a document in AxCMS.net, the most common include:
1.

The Classic: Individual Manual Upload

2.

Document Creation Box

3.

Upload Multiple Files

4.

Files from a Remote URL

5.

Files from Windows SharePoint Services (WSS)

6.

WebDAV

7.

ZIP

8.

Create Documents Programmatically

9.

Apply Auto-Formatting

10.

Send the Documents via Email

For more details on documents read this article about documents.
Most of the features available for Pages are also supported for Documents. The following actions can be performed with both
Pages and Documents:
• Versioning
• Export / Import
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• Security
• Indexing / Search
• Meta Data
• Categories, Navigation, Relations

Document Types and Restrictions
It is possible to create custom document types (predefined types are Image and Flash). In addition, you can restrict which users
may upload which types of documents and you can exclude certain document types from indexing (e.g. in most cases, it does not
makes sense to index JPG-images).
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Structuring Content with Categories and
Relations
Categories
Categories provide a very flexible way to structure content. Categories have a hierarchical structure. The number of levels in any
given tree is unlimited.
Categories can be assigned to anything in AxCMS.net - Pages, Documents, Structure Elements, Content, Users, Tasks, etc. If a
category is assigned to an object then the object is classified into that category. An object can be classified into multiple categories
simultaneously.
Categories are similar to tags. However, unlike tags a category tree is defined and you cannot just type in any category name. You
must select from the tree (or add a new node to the tree, if your permissions allow).
In the AxCMS.net category tree the first level is pre-defined. The 3 root nodes are:
• User (or custom) Categories (ID=1)
• Navigation (ID=6)
• System categories (ID=2)

Fig. 1 Category Tree
System categories are installed automatically with AxCMS.net and are used by AxCMS.net internally. They are not shown in the
GUI at all.
Navigation is available for the editor under Edit / Navigation. The first level in the navigation is reserved for Sites. The next level is
usually used for navigation groups (a page can have multiple independend navigation groups, e.g. top menu and a small navigation
in footer). The third level and higher are for the normal navigation nodes.
User categories (or custom categories) - are any categories defined by a user. In the context of a particular application, some
categories can be required or may have a special meaning. These categories are available under Edit / Categories.
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Although internally navigation are categories, the assignment of navigation and of the categories is separated in the GUI.

Fig. 2 Navigation- and Category-assignments
There are many different usage szenarios for categories.
• In AxCMS.net GUI every object can be classified and every list of the objects can be filtered by category (usually under "extended
search"). It makes it simple to search for a particular object.
• Security concept of AxCMS.net (in particular - rights) is build with categories
• Navigation is defined with categories (see above)
• Categories is the first choice for building the lists (for a list: take all objects from a given category)
• and many others. Understanding and using categories is the key to the power of AxCMS.net
Relations
Unlike categories, relations create direct links between objects. There are many reasons why you might want to create
relationships between objects. For example, you might want to relate pages in different languages for the same topic, or relate an
image (Document) being used as a Thumbnail to a Page, or relate a Document which should be sent as an Attachment to a
Newsletter, or you may just want to associate pages to provide "related information" links.
To accomodate these different relation semantics there are different relation types. Relation types can be created by the
developer in a project context. Each relation type is used for a specific purpose. Each object can have multiple relations of different
types at the same time.
Relations are defined as either straight relations or circle relations. (For mathematicians: both straight and circle relations are
symmetric; circle relations are transitive, but straight relations are not.) Let's take 2 related objects: A and B. If the relation is
straight and you add a relation between B and C, then you have 2 relations: A to B and B to C. If the relation is circular, and you
add relation B to C, then a bigger cluster is built of A, B and C in which each 2 elements are related to each other, AB, AC and BC.

Fig. 3 Comparsion of relation types: Circle Relations vs. Straight Relations
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Workflow Support
Although you won't find a graphical workflow editor, AxCMS.net supports workflows in many ways. The basic building blocks for the
workflows are:
• Page Life Cycle
• Publishing and Controller Workflows
• Reports, Alerts and Filters
• Versioning for Pages and Documents
• Dependencies
• Check-In/Check-Out Support
• Tasks
• Translation Interface
By combining these features, users can model many functional workflows. More specific workflows can be programmed in a project
context using the AxCMS.net extensibility model.
Page Life Cycle
Every publishable object (for simplicity, let's assume a Page) can be in one of these states, called Publication States:
• Never Published
• Published
• Changed
• Deleted
On this diagram you can see the life cycle of a Page as a state chart:
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Fig. 1 State Diagram for Publication States
Publishing and Controller Workflows
In the simplest case, a single person performs all the tasks on the web site. In this case, this person creates a page and edits it
until everything looks good (the new page is only visible in Management System, not the Live System). Then she clicks "Publish"
and the page is published to the Live System.

Fig. 2 Simplest Publication Workflow
In a more complicated model, the role of editor and publisher are separate. An editor can make changes, but cannot publish
herself. There is a special role of a Publisher, who can publish. In this scenerio, when the editor has completed making changes to
a Page, she will click "Request Publishing" instead of clicking "Publish". The page is then in the state "publishing requested". The
Publisher can then review the requested page and publish it or refuse to publish and inform the Editor about the problems.

Fig. 3 Publication Workflow with Editor and Publisher
If more than one party needs to be involved in reviewing the Pages before they go live, the role of a Controller can be introduced. If
a Controller is defined for a page, she has to approve the Page before it can be published by the Publisher. There can be one or
multiple Controllers. Every Controller can approve the page from her own perspective, e.g. Corporate Identity, Legal, etc.
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Fig 4. Publication Workflow with Controller
Reports, Alerts and Filters
With Workflows it is important that every user is informed about the next steps she can/should take for every particular workflow. To
facilitate this, AxCMS.net offers 3 methods: Reports, Alerts and Filters.
A Report is something a User can subscribe to. Some reports are predefined. In addition, custom reports can be implemented in
the project context. All reports are generated once per day and are emailed to the subscribers. Within AxCMS.net, the standard,
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included reports include:
• New pages
• Pages ready to be published
• Pages waiting for approval
• Pages waiting to be published
• Pages to be published
• Objects to be checked in
• New documents
• Documents to be published
• Link status
• Assigned tasks
Alerts are similar to reports, but they are triggered immediately when something happens. For example, if an editor requests
publishing, an Alert "Request Publishing" Alert is triggered for this page. The users, which have subscriptions to this Alert
immediately get email notifying them of the request. Because Alerts, if applied globaly, can generate huge amounts of email traffic
on a busy web site, there is the ability to restrict them. When subscribing to an Alert, you specify a Category for which you want to
have Alerts. You are then informed only about the events from the objects in this category and below. Custom alerts are possible in
a project context as well as the custom reports.
Both Alerts and Reports are part of the push-communication in AxCMS.net - the user getting notifications from the system. There is
also the capability for pull-communication. If a user logs into the management system, she can easily find the next relevant
workflow steps. On Page and Document overview pages there is a box labeled "myStuff" which allows the user to filter for
relevant objects (objects for which the user has permissions to perform the next action) and/or the objects with a particular
pending workflow step ("need request publishing", "need publishing").

Fig. 5 myStuff-Box
On the start page in the management system, a user can configure special boxes which also show the objects in a particular
workflow step. For example: "All changed pages which need to be published and can be published by me".
Fig. 6 Custom Box for the homepage with a page list
Versioning
A mature Content Management System keeps track of the versions of the content. This may be required for a variety of reasons:
• Audit - be able to prove later at which time which version of the content was online
• Archive - be able to historically look at the content and how it changed over time
• Backup - be able to recover content if the content is accidentally changed or removed
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AxCMS.net applies versioning to Pages and Documents. It differentiates between major and minor version changes. A major
version is created when an object is published. A minor version is created on every object change. User can view all the previous
versions and even restore any of them with one click.

Fig. 7 Version list for a page
Dependencies
AxCMS.net tracks dependencies between objects and reminds the user if needed. For example, if a user tries to publish a
page, AxCMS.net will show which images are embedded and not published yet, as well as relations, navigation nodes and all other
objects the current page depends on. If a user tries to delete a document, it will show all other objects which depend on this
document and will enquire whether the user really wants to proceed with deletion. A user can also review the dependencies at any
time.
Check-In / Check-Out
AxCMS.net supports collaborative work of many editors on the same Page. To prevent conflicts (for example, one user
overwriting the content written by another) it uses Check-In/Check-Out concept. If a user starts editing an object in a page, that
object is automatically checked-out for the current user. As long as the user edits the object, the others can see it, but cannot save
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back their changes. When the user has completed her editing, she checks it back in. It is only possible to publish a page when all
content on the page is checked in. An Administrator can check-in forgotten objects, if the user who checked them out is not
available.
Tasks
Tasks are a simple, but handy tool for AxCMS.net users to collaborate. One user can create a task and assign it to another user.
Tasks have the properties of Name, Description, Due on, Created By, and Assigned to. What makes them particularly useful is that
they fit into the general AxCMS.net infrastructure:
• Tasks can be classified like any other AxCMS.net object
• You can assign a task to any other AxCMS.net object
• You can see your tasks in a box on your customized homepage
• You can subscribe to a report "My Tasks" and get alerted when new tasks are assigned to you
• Tasks are considered evaluating dependencies
• Tasks can be assigned just by emailing task description to the AxCMS.net Instance.

Fig. 8 Task in AxCMS.net
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Translation Interface
A typical task in a multi-language application is the translation of the content into different languages. AxCMS.net supports external
Translation Tools via a special API. Calling this API can be added into a normal publishing workflow. Just click on a Page, then
"Translate page", select the target languages and "finish". Copies of the page are created and assigned to the selected languages.
The content is exported as XML and forwarded to the translation API. As soon as the translated version is ready, AxCMS.Service
picks it up and imports it into the Page. There is a reference implementation for Across Language Server, but any other translation
engine is possible with a few customizations.
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Security Features
The Sophisticated security features in AxCMS.net gives it the ability to meet the security requirements of many different customers:
from a simple one-user-can-do-everything to the multi-tenant multi-user environment with fine grained authorization controls and
auditing. This chapter will cover:
• Authentication
• Users, User Profiles and User Groups
• Authorization: Roles and Rights
• One level deeper -Checkpoints and Security Matrix
• Special Considerations for the Live System
Note: The security concepts in the Management System and in the Live System are essentially the same. Because of the
two different audiences for MS and LS you can think of them as two instances of the same security model. In the descriptions
below, if no other system is mentioned, we are describing the Management System. At the end of the section, you can find special
considerations about the Live System.

Authentication
To use the management system a user must be authenticated. This is done by providing a valid username and password.
AxCMS.net manages the user credentials in its database.
Alternatively, a user can use Windows Authentication - e.g. together with Active Directory.
Users, User Profiles and User Groups
Every user has a profile in AxCMS.net. (Even if Windows Authentication is used, there is still a local user profile in AxCMS.net.)
The profile contains the fields for typical personal data (names, addresses, contact information, credentials, status, etc.) and can be
extended in the project context. Like all other AxCMS.net objects, users can be classified, attached to navigation, given tasks and
be assigned relations.

Fig. 1 User Profile
Users can be further organized into User Groups. One user can belong to multiple groups and each group can contain multiple
users. User groups can be given the same roles and rights as individual users and the group members inherit these permissions.
Authorization: Roles and Rights
Authorization is managed with roles and rights.
Roles are predefined permissions sets which enable the user to perform certain kind of tasks. The standard, included roles are as
follows: (these can be extended / customized in a project):
• User - default role which is given to every user. Very limited role which allows access the main pages in MS.
• Site Editor - a typical role for a user responsible for the content in a certain responsibility area. Site Editor can create pages and
documents. Edit/Publish rights should be given additionally to the Site Edtor role.
• Site Administrator - this is very powerful role. A Site Administrator is allowed to do virtually anything with the content of the web
site. Use it only if there is only one editor or for a team supervisor.
• System Administrator - this role gives access to the user management
• Live Administrator - this role gives access to the member management (see Special Considerations for the Live System below)
Rights work differently - they define a simple action which can be performed on some object. For example, a user might have a
Publish-right on a certain page. It means, he is allowed to publish this page. Without this right he will not be able to publish this
page. The basic rights are: (these can also be customized in a project):
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• Read - read rights allows visibility of the objects. Without a read right the user will not see the object at all - and not even know
about its existance. In a typical installation every MS-user has read rights for all content. But some scenarios require more fine
tuning, e.g. multi-site applications where each country has its own editors responsible for their own content.
• Edit - this right enables the user to modify and delete objects.
• Publish - with this right a user can publish an object to the live system
• Controller - controller is more of a duty than a right. If a user has Controller rights to an object, his approval is required before the
object can be published. It is recommended to give controller rights to user groups rather than a paritcular user and include more
than one user into such groups to avoid dead locks. If a group is assigned a controller right to an object it suffices that any of the
users gives his approval - such approval is given in the name of the entire group. Be carefull with setting controller rights because
it can introduce a level of unnecessary bureaucracy.
• EditCategory - gives the user the right to edit a category and its subtree, including adding new nodes there.
• PublishCategory - gives the user the right to publish a category and its subtree
• ClassifyCategory - gives the user the right to classify other objects to a category and its subtree. By default any user can classify
any object to any category. By manually controlling who is allowed to classify categories, you gain much more control but the
amount of administrative work is increased. Be careful to examine the trade offs.
As previously stated, rights always apply to a particular object. It would be too time consuming to set the rights for every
combination (user, object), as there can be thousands of objects and hundreds of users. To avoid this, AxCMS.net distributes the
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rights over categories. The Administrator gives a particular user a right to a certain category. This means that the user has this right
for every object in this category (and its subtree). A very convenient way to distribute the rights is by using navigation, because
every page is usually in some navigation node anyway. However, you can use any category to distribute the rights.
If you need to define special rights for a certain object (which differ from the standard rights inherited over the category hierarchy)
you can do so with special rights. There is a reserved subtree "Special Permissions" (its root is configurable). You can create a
category under this node, e.g. "Special Rights for XYZ" and assign your page to this node. As soon as an object is assigned to a
category under "Special Rights" the standard rights are not applicable anymore. The rights which apply are those given on the
node under "Special Rights".
One more exception are so called creator-rights. A newly created object might have no categories attached, which leads to the
situation that nobody has any rights to a newly created object. To avoid this dead-end you can define creator rights. "Creator" is a
pseudo-category to which you can give the normal rights to any users. These rights apply to all objects created by this user. For
example you can give a user edit-right to the node creator. This user will be able to edit all the objects she creates regardless of
their categories. Giving a user publish-right on creator enables him to publish any objects she creates, even if she can not publish
any objects otherwise.

Fig. 2 Roles and Rights
One level deeper -Checkpoints and Security Matrix
Roles and Rights are not hardcoded into AxCMS.net, but rather they are an intermediate concept of a CheckPoint that is used. A
CheckPoint is a guard in the code, which protects particular functions. Depending on the user-permissions it either passes through
the CheckPoint and can use the function or not (an error occurs). There are 100+ CheckPoints in AxCMS.net code.
You can think of the CheckPoints as small locks distributed through AxCMS.net and of the Roles/Rights as keys. Every key can
open some set of locks. Every lock can be opened by some keys. Every user possesses some subset of keys and therefore can
open some particular locks.
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Which key opens which lock is defined through a PermissionMatrix. Below you see a section of a PermissionMatrix:

Fig. 3 Permission Matrix
Some CheckPoints only work with Roles because they do not apply to any particular object (e.g. CheckPoints, protecting Newoperations or Overview-Pages). Other CheckPoints do apply to particular objects. Such CheckPoints can be used either with Roles
or with Rights.
With the permission matrix above you see, that the standard roles and rights are just some reasonable defaults and can be
customized in a project. You can create new roles and/or rights or modify existing ones.
For you own AxCMS.net extensions you are encouraged to create your own CheckPoints and either assign them to the standard
roles/rights or create new roles/rights and assign them there.
Special Considerations for the Live System
In contrast to the management system, in the live system it is not necessary to restrict the access to authenticated users only.
Every internet user can see the site. Additionally it is possible to build a restricted area within the web site which does require
authentication.
Users requiring authentication in the live system are called members to differentiate them from the users in the management
system. So we have users and user groups in the MS and members and member groups in the LS.
Standard user profiles and member profiles are identical. But in a project context, both can be extended. They can be extended
independently from one another. There can be different extensions for users and members.
The Standard Active Directory integration is only available in the management system. But for a specific project context (e.g. for an
Intranet) active directiory integration is possible also in the LS.
One of the typical uses of the members is the newsletter. A Newsletter is sent to the members from the same category as the one
assigned to the newsletter. (In a project you can override this logic if desired.)
The default roles and rights in the LS are much simpler. There is only the Read right which defines if a member can see a certain
page/document or not. More rights can be defined in a project.
In the MS all the content is protected by default and a user must be granted rights to be able to access the content. In the LS it is
different - by default everything is open and even authentication is not needed. To indicate that an object is protected you classify it
to a category under some node which is defined as standard permissions tree. This root is configurable (default is the node with
ID=9). If an object is assigned under a standard permissions tree it is considered to be protected. Users have to be authenticated to
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see the object and then it needs a read right to the protected category. Special permissions trees can be defined for the LS as well.
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AxCMS.net Deployment Alternatives
As described in the "Components" part of the "Basic Concepts" introduction, every AxCMS.net installation consists of four main
components:
• The Management System
• The Live System
• The Publish Service
• The AxCMS.Service
AxCMS.net enables different deployment scenarios while empowering administrators to meet the requirements of the customer's IT
environment.
The simplest configuration is based on a single web and database server:

Fig. 1 Deployment; all components on one server
In this case (single Windows server) you can configure the publishing process without using WebServices - this process is called
InProcess publishing. It stores pages and documents directly into the Live System without requiring an overhead for HTTPcommunication. At the same time, it assures the clear separation between the MS and the LS.
You might want to separate the MS from the LS for a number of reasons. Some sample scenarios could be:
• You are hosting the MS in-house, but allow the LS, with high traffic, to be hosted on premise of a 3rd party host.
• You are running both the MS and the LS in different security contexts (the LS is exposed to the Internet, the MS is only available
inside a corporate network).
• You are hosting the LS on a high-performance server (or server farm); the MS is not suffering from high traffic load.
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• You need a deeper integration of the MS into the IT-environment.
A typical deployment diagram for when the MS and the LS system are separate:

Fig. 2 Deployment on two servers: MS and LS are separated
Because of the clear separation between the MS and the LS, and the fact that communication between the systems is restricted to
HTTP(S) communication only, splitting the components between different servers is not an issue. As you can see, you will
need two instances of AxCMS.Service: one serving the MS and one serving the LS.
In some cases you will run the database (SQL Server) separately from your Web Server (Internet Information Server, IIS). The
reasons for this could be related to workload, security, your company's policies, or the availability of the hardware and/or software
licenses.
The overall approach is shown below:

Fig. 3 Deployment on 4 servers: Databases are installed on dedicated servers, MS and LS are separated
You can also mix the configurations, e.g. run the MS database and Web Server on the same hardware, and the LS database and
Web Server on a different one. As your system grows, you can consider running the LS in a load balanced environment.
Review the links below for further information.
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AxCMS.net Project
Roles
In the majority of cases, AxCMS.net projects involve the following stakeholders:

Fig. 1 Roles in AxCMS.net Development
Axinom provides the framework: AxCMS.net. On top of AxCMS.net an ISV (independend software vendors) builds an individual
project according to specific customer's requirements ("customer solution" as described in the picture above).
This application (website) is delivered to Web Editors who add and manage content. After a successful publishing process, endusers have access to the live web enviroment.
Depending on the project, additional roles can be defined:
• Graphic Designer - creates the visual appearance of the web site. His work ends with delivering the visuals (e.g. as Adobe
PhotoShop files) to the Developer
• Frontend Developer - implements the graphic design in AxCMS.net Project as HTML / CSS. From the AxCMS.net process point
of view he is a Developer - working within Visual Studio and releasing and deploying his work together with the code of the
Developer.
• Network Administrator - deploys and maintains the web site. See "Installation and Configuration Guide" for a more detailed
description. The Administrator's work starts when the Developer provides the release package.
• Translator - translates the content and/or the GUI to other languages. As long as the Translator works in the AxCMS.net
Management System he is treated as a special kind of editor. The main tools for translating the GUI can be found under "Edit /
Translations". If the Translations API is used, the Translator can work with 3rd party translation software and the results of his
work are automatically integrated back into AxCMS.net.
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Environments
We define 3 main environments for a typical AxCMS.net project:
• The Development Environment
• The Test Environment
• The Production Environment
Each environment contains a fully functional AxCMS.net installation, including the Management System, Live System,
AxCMS.Service, etc. (see Components).

Fig. 2 Development, Testing and Production Environments
The Development environment is used to develop the project functionality and layout. The Development environment is installed
locally on every Developer's workstation including all components (IIS, Database, etc.). If multiple Developers work on the same
project they should use source control software to ensure they all work with the most up-to-date version of the project. In the
Development environment only sample content or generated content is used. When the development (or one iteration of it) is
finished, the project is released and deployed into the test environment.
The Test environment is similar to the production environment and is used for testing the functionality and layout. Not only
Testers, but also other project stakeholders / end users should check the application in the test environment to ensure that it
performs as expected and presents the intended image/look. The Test environment usually works with sample content. However, a
snapshot from the production system can also be made periodically and installed back into the test environment. If the tests are
acceptable, the deployment step of moving it into production can take place. If tests are not acceptable, the project goes back into
development where the issues are resolved and a new deployment to the test system takes place.
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The Production environment is the environment in which the application is ultimately installed into the LS and where the end
users can use it. It can be installed at the company's data center or at an external hosting provider. In this environment, the real
content is managed. Please note, that production deployment does not deploy any content (the deployment of the test
environment into the production environment does not deploy any content). It is only the software version that is deployed. This is
why you should not assign resources to add actual content into the test environment as it will not transfer to the production
environment. If it does happen, you will have to find a way to transfer the content later from the test environment into the production
environment.
In a simple project you might try to take a shortcut and avoid using the test environment by deploying directly from the development
environment to the production environment. Although it can be done, it is not recommended. The main reason for this is that any
small bug that may have been overlooked in development could cause damage in the production system, ultimately affecting
the end users.
In a more complex project, more environments may be needed. For example, a staging environment can be inserted after test
but before production. This environment can simulate the configuration of the production system and can be connected to actual
external interfaces. You might also consider having one test environment at the ISV and another one at the customer site.
Activites
A typical AxCMS.net project - as with any other web development project - involves many activities / processes. Here is a list of
activities that are most often associated with a project. Your own project might consist of a subset of these or may require
additional activities depending on company or customer requirements:
• Requirements Analysis
• Graphic Design
• Usability Concept / Testing
• Information Architecture
• SEO
• Software Architecture
• Software Design
• Development
• Testing
• Configuration Management
• Deployment
• Data Migration
• Integration
• Acceptance
• Project Management
• Support
• Training
• Documentation

